physical barrier would constitute a more sustainable and forward-looking strategy than abusing antibiotics.
When it comes to information and health, might defensive barriers be the civilized solution? Trump most certainly has the wrong answers, but could it possibly be that he is asking the right questions? This disturbing thought gains further traction when we add climate change to the equation: transportation -of people and goods -is the biggest contributor to global warming, according to the US own Environmental Protection Agency.
What have we just done, methodologically speaking? We have taken today's most outrageous idea -by one of today's most disgusting representatives of the human race (or is he? Human, I mean) -and have shown that a bit of reflection quickly brings out some not-sosurprising complexities. This -I believe -is what ethics is good for: not as a service provider of guidelines; the direction that a lot of the sub-disciplines are unfortunately increasingly taking, in order to justify their existence and hope for the next funding crumbs. Multiplicating guidelines by tweaking, say, the four principles so that they apply to the newest sub-discipline (One Health ethics, anyone?) is neither very interesting nor what our 'customers' actually need (even though they might not know it themselves).
At the antipode, ethicists are also not at their best, I believe, as hyper-normative do-gooders -even though the long-term potential of this latter task ought not to be underestimated, in the spirit of Kant's perpetual peace. As my colleagues Thomas Schramme and Marcus Duwell have argued in their first editorial as Editors-in-Chiefs of ETMP, 1 hyper-normative do-gooders have a tendency to over-simplify empirical realities (or just not read the relevant empirical literature, never underestimate the laziness of philosophers) which must be discouraged; you don't have to be a catholic atheist to be skeptical of good intentions.
What's left for ethics to do, then? The boring work of disentangling conceptual and empirical complexities, even when they pop up from a most unexpected source.
2 It won't get you many twitter followers or the big bucks, but somebody's got to do it.
1 Following the tradition that Marcus and Thomas have inaugurated with that editorial, here I won't summarize the contents of this issue. Still, I'd like to emphasize a couple of articles: Hanno Sauer's, reacting to Buchanan & Powell's book The Evolution of Moral Progress -the same volume is also reviewed in this issue by Marie-Luisa Frick. And also David Lawrence's article on discrimination, religious freedom and homophobic bakeries. 2 Without taking ourselves too seriously either: it's not like we are in the life-saving business, after all -at best, our students are.
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